
Dame

Description

Design: Giuseppe Lasparra

The Dame vanity has a wooden structure, covered in leather, consisting of two central drawers and two curved 
side-doors. The structure's upper edge has a metal band or can be covered in leather from the range. The 
legs and handles come in grooved metal in the following finishes: bright light gold; matt Champagne gold; 
bright chrome; bright black chrome; or matt satined bronze. The top is shaped marble, 3/4" thick, with a half 
bullnose rounded edge in the following options: Corteccia marble; Port Saint Laurent marble; Rosso Levanto 
marble; Bardiglio Nuvolato marble; Elegant Brown marble; Shale Rosewood marble; Emperador Dark marble; 
Silver Wave marble; Port Black marble; Frappuccino marble; or Calacatta Gold marble. Round mirror with 
base covered in leather (like the vanity), with a metal edge and dimmable LED lighting strip on the mirror 
perimeter.
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Finishes and materials
Structure: Wood covered in leather, categories 3, 6 and 9.
Legs, Handles & Band: Metal: bright light gold, matt Champagne gold, bright chrome, bright black chrome or 
matt satined bronze. 
Top: Shaped marble, 3/4" thick, with a half bullnose rounded edge in the following options: Corteccia marble; 
Port Saint Laurent marble; Rosso Levanto marble; Bardiglio Nuvolato marble; Elegant Brown marble; Shale 
Rosewood marble; Emperador Dark marble; Silver Wave marble; Port Black marble; Frappuccino marble; or 
Calacatta Gold marble.
Mirror: Base covered in leather (like the vanity), with a metal edge and dimmable LED lighting strip on the 
mirror perimeter.

Dame Vanity: 63”W x 21”1/4D x 56”H
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(For more specifications, please refer to “Finishes & Materials”)
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